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Find an event immediately before the incorrect behavior 
Trace control forwards, observing each statement until something incorrect happens 
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Find the statement that generated the incorrect output 
Keep following the data used backwards until you find something that's wrong
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guess and check


backwards search


forwards search


read the docs


check StackOverflow


ask a coworker 
 

draw a whiteboard diagram
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guess and check


backwards search


forwards search


read the docs


check StackOverflow 

ask a coworker 
 

draw a whiteboard diagram
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programming strategy    a procedure for 
accomplishing a programming task 

Thomas D. LaToza, Maryam Arab, Dastyni Loksa, and Amy J. Ko. (2020). 
Explicit programming strategies. Empirical Software Engineering (ESE), 
25, 2416–2449. 
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Goal: 
Fix issue

Where is the defect?

Subgoal

Subgoal

Subgoal

Trace output backwards

Subgoal

Subgoal

Subgoal

Which function generated 
the incorrect output?
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By Nandhp - Generated by the attached program, which was originally written by en:User:Cyp, who attached it to the image description page for an image generated by it on en.wikipedia. The image 
was licensed under CC-BY-SA-3.0/GFDL., CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=6916582

Herbert A. Simon. (1969). The Sciences of the Artificial. MIT Press.
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programming strategy    a procedure for 
accomplishing a programming task 

Thomas D. LaToza, Maryam Arab, Dastyni Loksa, and Amy J. Ko. (2020). 
Explicit programming strategies. Empirical Software Engineering (ESE), 
25, 2416–2449. 
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David J. Gilmore. Expert programming knowledge: A strategic approach. In Psychology of Programming. 
Elsevier, 223–234. 


Amy J. Ko, Thomas D. LaToza, Stephen Hull, Ellen A. Ko, William Kwok, Jane Quichocho, Harshitha 
Akkaraju, and Rishin Pandit. 2019. Teaching Explicit Programming Strategies to Adolescents. In Technical 
Symposium on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE '19),469–475.


Thomas D. LaToza, Maryam Arab, Dastyni Loksa, and Amy J. Ko. (2020). Explicit programming 
strategies. Empirical Software Engineering (ESE), 25, 2416–2449. 

Developers work more systematically and efficiently when given effective 
explicit programming strategies


“Strategies  determine success more than does the programmer’s 
available knowledge” 

 “Experts seem to acquire a collection of strategies for performing 
programming tasks.”  
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better CSS  
debugging strategy
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STRATEGY :: strategy IDENTIFIER (IDENTIFIER+) STATEMENTS

STATEMENTS :: STATEMENT+

STATEMENT :: * (ACTION | CALL | CONDITIONAL | FOREACH | ASSIGNMENT | RETURN )+

ACTION :: (word | IDENTIFIER)+ .

CALL :: do identifier ( IDENTIFIER* )

CONDITIONAL :: if QUERY STATEMENTS

FOREACH :: for each IDENTIFIER in identifier STATEMENTS

UNTIL :: until QUERY STATEMENTS

ASSIGNMENT :: set IDENTIFIER to QUERY

RETURN :: return QUERY

QUERY :: (word | IDENTIFIER | CALL)+

IDENTIFIER :: ' identifier '
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SET 'conflictedFiles' TO the project files that 
have a conflict

FOR EACH 'file' IN 'conflictedFiles'

conflictedFiles

ASSIGNMENT :: set IDENTIFIER to QUERY

FOREACH :: for each IDENTIFIER in  
identifier STATEMENTS
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Self-guided Guided

Template
Found and used example code as a template for 

implementation. 

4/14 (29%)
 0/14 (0%)


Decompose Analyzed functional requirements for sub-problems, 
implementing each independently 9/14 (64%) 0/14 (0%)

TDD Translated functional requirements into test cases, identifying 
sub-problems from test case requirements. 2/14 (14%) 11/14 (79%)

Strategy: Design task

Strategy: Debugging task
Self-guided Guided

Guess & check
Participants found suspicious lines of code, modifying them 

and checking the effects of their modification. 

4/14 (29%)
 0/14 (0%)


Forward search
Participants identified where the program began processing 

input, following its execution forward 
 9/14 (64%) 0/14 (0%)

Backward search Participants identified faulty output and worked backwards 
through control and data flow dependencies 2/14 (14%) 11/14 (79%)

Thomas D. LaToza, Maryam Arab, Dastyni Loksa, and Amy J. Ko. (2020). Explicit programming 
strategies. Empirical Software Engineering (ESE), 25, 2416–2449. 
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1.96 times more likely to make more progress
p < 0.004*

1.30 times more likely to make more progress

Debugging task

Design task

p < 0.023*

Thomas D. LaToza, Maryam Arab, Dastyni Loksa, and Amy J. Ko. (2020). Explicit programming 
strategies. Empirical Software Engineering (ESE), 25, 2416–2449. 
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are programming strategies tacit?
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Maryam Arab, Thomas D. LaToza, Jenny Liang, Amy J. Ko. (2022). An exploratory study of sharing 
strategic programming knowledge. Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), 1-15.  
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Maryam Arab, Thomas D. LaToza, Jenny Liang, Amy J. Ko. (2022). An exploratory study of sharing 
strategic programming knowledge. Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), 1-15.  
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code interacting with framework

likelihood 
(odds ratio)


search online forum create diagrams

3.84
 0.51

(3.84x more likely)
 (0.51x less likely)


Cassandra Bailey. The Impact of Affect, Scenario and Task Characteristics on 
Developer Decision-Making. (2020). Masters Thesis, George Mason University.
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feeling stressed / nervous (LVHA)

add print statements read surrounding code

2.42
 0.17

(2.42x more likely)
 (0.17x less likely)


likelihood 
(odds ratio)


Cassandra Bailey. The Impact of Affect, Scenario and Task Characteristics on 
Developer Decision-Making. (2020). Masters Thesis, George Mason University.
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feeling sad / depressed (LVLA)

experiment with edits

0.09

(0.09x less likely)


likelihood 
(odds ratio)


Cassandra Bailey. The Impact of Affect, Scenario and Task Characteristics on 
Developer Decision-Making. (2020). Masters Thesis, George Mason University.
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feeling excited / enthusiastic (HVHA)

likelihood 
(odds ratio)


ask for help from a colleague

2.13

(2.13x more likely)


Cassandra Bailey. The Impact of Affect, Scenario and Task Characteristics on 
Developer Decision-Making. (2020). Masters Thesis, George Mason University.
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Takeaways
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metacognition         be aware of your problem solving process

be more effective with 
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self-regulation      monitor progress and use of time

(Robillard et al. 2004; Falkner et al. 2014)

be more effective with 
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be more effective with 

better strategies
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be more effective with 
sharing strategies
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be aware of impact of how you feel 

feeling sad / depressed (LVLA)

feeling stressed / nervous (LVHA)

feeling excited / enthusiastic (HVHA)
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participate in a programming strategies mentoring session

email tlatoza@gmu.edu 

mailto:tlatoza@gmu.edu
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Programming Strategically

metacognition           be aware of your problem solving process

self-regulation           monitor progress and use of time

better strategies

sharing strategies

Thomas LaToza
tlatoza@gmu.edu 

https://cs.gmu.edu/~tlatoza/

affect                          be aware of impact of how you feel

https://howtoo.herokuapp.com/

@ThomasLaToza    @ThomasLaToza@hci.social

mailto:ThomasLaToza@hci.social

